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TRAYS

urban geometry collection
mini trays
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URBAN GEOMETRY
MODERN GLOBAL VIBE

The Urban Geometry collection is inspired by the Art 
Deco architecture and geometric patterns Dawn came 
across during her travels in Europe. Although stream-
lined with a monochromatic palette for the majority of the 
designs, you will find a burst of paprika, pumpkin, saffron 
and a dash of steel blue to balance out the collection. 
Add these serving trays to a neutral luxe environment 
where the accessories are the sparkle, to add touches of 
colour and interest throughout the space.
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HALF-MOON TRAYS
LUNAR GEOMETRY 

The unity between both halves is clear as day yet also 
subtle and surprising. Layered finishes and rich hues are 
combined with a 70’s modern global vibe to care for your 
small treasures.
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TRAY DESIGNS

Due to the hand-created nature of our products, each item 
will vary slightly. We consider this a sign of uniqueness.

GEO STUDY

#20938 SMALL  
46x36x4cm - 18"x14"x1,6"
driftwood tray

#20940 LARGE 
61x46x5cm - 24"x18"x2"
driftwood tray

URBAN GEOMETRY

SLATE CURVES
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MIDNIGHT CHEVRON

#20934 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
glass tray

ORANGE CHEVRON

#20935 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
glass tray

TURKISH DOTS

#20933 SMALL 
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
glass tray

#20939 MEDIUM 
69x31x5cm - 12"x27"x2" 
driftwood tray

GRAPHITE CURVES
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"I am inspired by my surroundings: whether it is a song, 
a book, fashion or the texture of a painting."

- Dawn Sweitzer

FOLK

#20936 LARGE
61x61x4cm - 24"x24"x1,6"
driftwood tray

#20932 SMALL 
48x48x4cm - 19"x19"x1,6" 
driftwood tray

GRAPHITE CHEVRON

ASYMMETRIC DOT

#20937 XL
92x92x4cm - 36"x36"x1,6"
driftwood tray

TRAY DESIGNS TRAY DESIGNS
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#20930
23x23x3cm - 9"x9"x1"
driftwood tray - wooden rim

MINI TRAYS

GEO STUDY 

#20931  
30x30x3cm - 12"x12"x1" 
driftwood tray - wooden rim

GRAPHITE CHEVRON

BLUSH CURVE

GARNET CURVE

#20941
15x30x3cm - 6"x12"x1"
glass tray - metal rim

#20942
15x30x3cm - 6"x12"x1"
glass tray - metal rim

TRAY DESIGNS TRAY DESIGNS



THE PERFECT  
COMBINATION

Choose your favorite  
tray combination on the  
NOTRE MONDE’s tray table 
sets to create a personal  
piece that is uniquely yours.

#20932 graphite chevron
#20936 folk

#20933 turkish dots
#20934 midnight chevron

#20933 turkish dots
#20935 orange chevron

#20936 folk
#20937 asymmetric dot XL

#20398 geo study 
#20940 slate curves
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SWIVEL ARMCHAIR 
SPINNING AROUND

Inspired by Mid-Century Modern armchairs, known for 
their exemplary proportions and comfort. The fixed met-
al base in rosé gold allows the chair to spin around its 
axis while you are sipping from a cocktail or reading your 
favorite magazine. Wrapped in the most lustrous velvet. 

AQUA VELVET  
#20132
74x76x76cm - 29"x30"x30" 
fabric: 100% polyester

NEW COLOR
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS

WOOD
The NOTRE MONDE trays are varnished with a water-
based top coat to repel common substances and 
fluids, such as coffee, tea and wine. However, the 
protective coat is no foolproof guarantee against stains.  
We recommend removing spills immediately to prevent 
staining. Always use coasters to prevent hot surfaces 
from leaving marks on your tray.

Daily care for pieces with wood:
Dust regularly using a soft dry cloth.
For a more thorough cleaning, use furniture   
polish with a soft cloth.

 
GLASS & MIRROR
Wipe the glass or mirror surface with a neutral glass 
cleaner and soft cloth.
 
METAL
Dust regularly using a soft dry cloth. For a more thorough 
cleaning, use mild soap and warm water. Rinse with 
clean water and wipe dry. Do NOT use steel wool, 
sandpaper, mineral acid, bleach, or chlorine cleaners on 
metal surfaces.
 

FURNITURE WITH METAL BASE
 Do not drag tables along the floor, as it might dam- 
age the protective coating, cause rusting or leave 
permanent marks on the floor. Always lift the furniture 
when moving them from place to place.  
 Always ensure water and solutions do not come into 
contact with the furniture’s metal base and a wooden 
floor, as it might leave permanent marks on the floor. 
Some wood species, such as oak, contain tannin, which 
causes the wood to react with metal and leave permanent 
stains.
 
UPHOLSTERY
The upholstery of the velvet sofas is not allowed to be  
washed or dry-cleaned. To keep it in optimal condition 
we recommend vacuuming regularly with an upholstery 
attachment and avoid placing the sofa in direct sunlight. 
Tips and tricks for spot cleaning:
  Treat stains immediately.
  Blot up as much of the spill as possible with a clean,  
  dry, white cloth. Don't rub.
  Blot the stain with a clean, slightly damp white cloth, 
  working from the outer edge to the center of the stain. 
  Use a hair dryer on the lowest heat setting to evenly  
  dry the fabric and prevent moisture rings.

UNIQUENESS OF OUR PRODUCT 
The NOTRE MONDE brand incorporates classic and 
traditional techniques, such as metal-leafing, hand-
painting, silk screen-printing and aging. Due to the 
handcrafted nature of our products, each item will vary 
slightly. We consider this a sign of uniqueness and 
quality.

USER INSTRUCTIONS 
The NOTRE MONDE trays are intended for decorative 
and everyday use. They are not to be used in a setting 
such as, but not limited to, restaurants where they are 
exposed to constant washing, repetitive handling and 
service of heavy items. 

All NOTRE MONDE products are intended for indoor 
use only. 
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EUROPE  
HEAD OFFICE
Antwerp, Belgium

+32 34430100
sales.eu@notremonde.com

UNITED STATES
High Point,  
North Carolina 

+1 3368211385 
sales.usa@notremonde.com

ASIA PACIFIC  
& MIDDLE EAST
Hong Kong

+852 23175566 
sales.apac@notremonde.com

CONTRACT, HOSPITALITY  
& PROJECTS
Antwerp, Belgium 

+32 34430172 
studio@notremonde.com

Photography: Catherine De Saegher 
Styling & Graphic Design: Nancy Reijnders

Find us on social media @notremonde_official

LET'S GET IN TOUCH




